Abstract. The reasons of the better performances of mixed, stress-displacements, 3D solid finite elements in the analysis of slender elastic structures are explained. It will be shown that mixed or compatible description, also when derived from the same finite element and then completely equivalent from the discretization point of view, behave very differently when implemented in both asymptotic and path-following solution strategies due to the occurrence of a pathological locking phenomenon in the compatible formulation. The notable advantages of the used of a 3D mixed solid finite element in Koiter asymptotic analysis are also highlighted.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years an increasing amount of research has aimed at developing new efficient solid finite elements [1] for the linear and nonlinear analysis of thin structures. This is due to the advantages of solid elements in comparison to classical shell elements. In particular in the elastic nonlinear analysis of slender structures they allow the use of the 3D continuum strain and stress measures employing translational degrees of freedom only [1, 2, 3, 4] . In this way it is possible to avoid the use of complicated and expensive rules for updating the rotations and, by using the Green-Lagrange strain measure, to coherently describe the structural behavior through a low order dependence on the displacement field. Moreover in this context, solid elements allow: a simpler expression of the strain energy and its variations with a gain in computational efficiency; the recovery of the complete 3D stress state and the application of nonlinear constitutive laws; simpler geometric and kinetic descriptions; the simple discretization of structures with both solid and shell-like regions. Furthermore the independence of the model from rigid body motion or change in the observer (objectivity) is automatically fulfilled without the need to employ complex, geometrically exact formulations, which are not always available or accurate [5, 6, 7] .
However, formulating robust solid-shell elements is more demanding than shell elements. To maintain an acceptable number of degrees of freedom, the elements proposed are usually based on a low order displacement interpolation. Consequently they have the disadvantages of interpolation lockings: the shear and membrane locking also present in classical shell elements and trapezoidal and thickness locking, typical of low order solid-shell elements [8] . Interpolation lockings are usually sanitized by means of Assumed Natural Strain, Enhanced Assumed Strain [9, 10, 11, 12] and mixed (hybrid) formulations [1, 4, 13, 14] . In this way solid-shell elements have now reached a high level of efficiency and accuracy and have also been used to model composites or laminated beams [11, 15, 13, 16] and shell structures in both the linear [9, 3] and nonlinear [12, 2, 1] range. Among the most effective and interesting proposals we refer to are the mixed solid-shell elements of Sze and coauthors [1, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 16, 22, 23] which extend the initial PT18β hybrid element of Pian and Tong to thin shell.
When comparing mixed and compatible finite elements many authors (see for example [1] and [2] ) observe that the mixed ones are more robust and allow larger steps in path-following geometrically nonlinear analyses. However the reasons for these better performances are, in our opinion, not clear, as they are often wrongly attributed to the properties of the finite element interpolation. One of the goals of this paper is therefore to clarify the true reason and the origin of this phenomenon, extending the results presented some years ago [24, 25] in the context of path-following and Koiter [26, 27, 28] asymptotic analyses of 2D framed structures.
Mixed and compatible description, while completely equivalent at the continumm level, behave very differently when implemented in path-following and asymptotic solution strategies even when they are based on the same finite element interpolations, that is when they are equivalent also at the discrete level. This is an important, even if frequently misunderstood, point in developing numerical algorithms and it has been discussed in [24, 25, 29 ] to which we refer readers for more details. To represent the strain energy in a smooth enough way in order to make the truncation error of its Taylor expansion up to a given order as small as possible is crucial: in path-following analysis, this ensures a fast convergence of the Newton (Riks) iterative process; in asymptotic analysis, which is based on Taylor series the expansion of the strain energy [26, 28] implies an accurate recovery of the equilibrium path. Since the smoothness of a nonlinear function strictly depends on the set of variables used for its description, a key point to be considered when approaching the solution of a nonlinear problem is the selection of the most appropriate set of variables. In fact mixed and compatible descriptions are characterized by a different smoothness of the strain energy and so they behave very differently when used within a numerical solution process. In particular representing the strain energy by using displacements only (compatible description) as variables has to be considered the least suitable choice as, in this case the truncation error of a Taylor expansion depends, pathologically, on the presence of directions with very different stiffness, while this is not the case in a mixed format. For shells or beams, in the presence of large displacements (rigid rotations) and high membranal/flexural stiffness ratios, the truncation error of the compatible description becomes large and causes a very slow convergence rate in path-following analysis and an unreliable estimate of the bifurcation point and of the post-critical coefficients in the asymptotic analysis. As will be shown, using solid elements means the mixed description is unaffected by this kind of locking, that we call extrapolation locking.
In this paper a mixed and a compatible description are derived for the same finite element, so obtaining two completely equivalent discrete problems, in order to show that their different behavior is not due to the interpolation fields and that the extrapolation locking occurs for any compatible finite element. This is an important aspect not taken into account by the scientific community because, usually, lockings are attributed to the interpolation only.
Moreover, note that the solid element based on the quadratic Green-Lagrange strain measure, minimizes the strain energy dependence on the finite element (FE) discrete variables: the fourth order dependence on displacement variables in the compatible formulation and the third order in stress and displacement variables in the mixed case. Although this does not produce any real important benefit with respect to the extrapolation locking it does however have a significant effect on the efficiency, robustness and coherence of the asymptotic analysis when the mixed description is used. It allows, in fact, the zeroing of all the strain energy variations of an order greater than the third and, consequently, permits light numerical formulations and an improvement in accuracy. In this way it is possible to develop new asymptotic algorithms well suited to the imperfection sensitivity analysis of structures presenting coincident or almost coincident buckling loads, which are more accurate and computationally efficient than those based on classical shell elements. This advantage holds in standard path-following analysis where however it only allows simpler expressions of the tangent stiffness matrix and the structural response.
Finally it is worth mentioning that the use of both displacement and stress variables increases the dimension of the problem, but generally the computational extra-cost, with respect to a compatible analysis, is very low. This is because the global operations involve displacement dofs by performing a static condensation of the stress variables, when locally defined at element level. This small computational extra-cost is largely compensated for: in path-following analysis by larger steps and fewer iterations with respect to the compatible case; in asymptotic analysis by the zeroing of the computationally expensive fourth order strain energy variations. We will also show how the small nonlinearity that the equilibrium path assumes when represented in mixed variables allows, in path following analyses, an efficient use of the modified Newton method with a further significant reduction in the computational cost.
MIXED AND COMPATIBLE DESCRIPTIONS
In this section, two equivalent descriptions, one in stresses and displacements called mixed description and another in displacement parameters only, called compatible description, are derived. We refer to [29, 28, 7, 6] for a description of the asymptotic method.
The discrete nonlinear equations
We consider a slender hyperelastic structure subject to conservative loads p[λ] proportionally increasing with the amplifier factor λ. The equilibrium is expressed by the virtual work equation
where u ∈ U is the field of configuration variables, Φ[u] denotes the strain energy, T is the tangent space of U at u and a prime is used to express the Frechèt derivative with respect to u. We assume that U will be a linear manifold so that its tangent space T will be independent of u. When a mixed format is adopted the configuration variables u collect both displacement and stress fields. The element strain energy can, as usual in a FE context, be expressed as a sum of element contributions that, using a mixed interpolation for the displacement and the stress field σ and letting with Ω e the element domain, becomes
where ε is the Green-Lagrange strain measure L and Q[d] are the linear and quadratic discrete compatibility matrices, d is the vector collecting all the finite element displacement variables while β is the vector collecting all the stress parameters, C and H are the continuum and discrete elastic matrices and a subscript 'e' denotes the corresponding finite element quantities.
It is worth to note as, by using the Green strain measure, the mixed strain energy (2) has a third order nonlinearity with respect to the configuration variable vector u = {β, d}.
The element can also be described in a compatible format by requiring that the discrete form of the constitutive laws is "a priori" satisfied. As in the present FE model the stress variables are locally defined at the element level we have
where, to highlight that in the compatible format the stresses are not independent variables, we explicitly report the dependence of d e . Substituting Eq.(3) in Eq. (2) we obtain the compatible description of the element strain energy
that has a 4th order dependence on the displacement variables only. Similarly a fourth order dependence of the strain energy from the displacements parameters, is obtained with any compatible finite element interpolation when a 3D solid formulation is employed. In this paper we intentionally use the compatible description derived from the mixed finite element in order to have the same discrete approximation for both the description, i.e. the finite element is the same but the format of the problem changes. This allows us to focus of the way as the problem description affects its solution in large deformation problems (see also [24, 25] ) and then to show the reasons of the better performance of the use of a mixed description. The conclusions are general and hold for any other compatible or mixed finite element. In the numerical experiments the Pian and Tong PT18 element [50] will be used.
Tangent stiffness matrix for mixed and compatible descriptions
Eq.(2) allows the expression of the strain energy as an algebraic nonlinear function of the element vector
related to the vector u, collecting all the parameters of the FE assemblage, through the relation
where matrix A e contains the link between the elements. Furthermore we denote with δu ei = {δβ ei , δd ei } the element vector corresponding to the variation δu i . Exploiting the linear dependence of Q e [d e ] from d e and its symmetry we have
and the second strain energy variation on the mixed element is obtained as 
where the tangent stiffness matrix has a second order dependence on d e . To emphasize this we write
Finally the evaluation the whole matrix is obtained by standard asseblage as
2.3 Advantages of mixed solid finite elements in path-following and asymptotic analysis of slender structures FE models directly derived from the 3D continuum using the Green strain measure have a low order dependence on the strain energy from the discrete FE parameters: 3rd and 4th order for mixed and compatible respectively. On the contrary geometrically exact shell and beam models [5, 6] or those based on corotational approaches [26, 47, 51] , explicitly make use of the rotation tensor and its highly nonlinear representation. This implies that the strain energy is infinitely differentiable with respect to its parameters and leads to very complex expressions for the energy variations with a high computational burden of path following and much more of asymptotic analyses. In this last case the high order strain energy variations become so complex that often "ad hoc" assumptions are required to make the solution process effective (see section 4.3 of [26] ). The consequence is that the fewer global degrees of freedom that could be employed using a shell FE model do not necessarily imply a lesser computational cost as it depends, from the others, on the cost of evaluation of the strain energy variations. On the contrary for solid finite elements the strain energy, in both compatible and mixed form, has the lowest polynomial dependence on the corresponding discrete parameters and in particular in the mixed format of Eq.(2) has just one order more than in the linear elastic case. It implies the zeroing of all the fourth order strain energy variations required by the Koiter analysis with important advantages in terms of both computations and coherence of the method.
THE EXTRAPOLATION LOCKING AND ITS CURE USING MIXED SOLID ELE-MENT
In this section the better performances of the mixed description in geometrically nonlinear analysis, in terms of robustness, efficiency and, relative to Koiter formulation, also in terms of accuracy, are shown and explained. In this context the compatible description of the problem, whatever the FE and the structural model used, is affected by a pathological extrapolation locking phenomenon investigated for the first time for 2D frames in [24, 25] .
Mixed versus compatible description in path-following analysis
The convergence of the Riks scheme is as fast as the iteration stiffness matrixK is near to K s and then, as slow K[u] changes with u. The similarity of the stiffness matrices in two different points
] is evaluated by the difference (see [24] )
For the mixed description we have
while for the compatible description the same quantity becomes
where
For slender structures it occurs that β j+1 ≈ β j undergoing large rigid element deformations and very small stress and strain increments and then
and
When, as is usual for slender structures, the condition number of H is high due to very different stiffness ratios (i.e. membranal/flexural) the ellipsoids associated to H E ≡ {q : q T Hq = 1}
are very stretched. As f [q] is related to the radius r[q] of E in the direction q by the following expression
T j q j In this case even small differences in the direction of q j+1 and q j may produce a large ∆k C growing with the condition number of H even when the Euclidean norm of the two vectors is similar (see Fig.1 ). This produces, in path following analyses a pathological reduction in the Figure 1 : Graphical interpretation of ∆k for the compatible description step length, an increase in the total number of the iterations and, sometimes, the loss of convergence. This phenomenon is called extrapolation locking from which the mixed models are free because they are unaffected by the "hard terms" in H −1 and ∆k M is proportional to the difference q j+1 − q j . As expressions like those in Eqs. (13) and (14) are obtainable using any mixed or compatible finite element the conclusions reported here can be generalized. In particular note that for any structural model the strain energy can be expressed as a quadratic function of the stress variables through the Hellinger-Reissner principle and so its higher order variations are not influenced by H. On the contrary all the compatible strain energy variations always involve terms in H −1 . This means that extrapolation locking heavily affects any compatible finite element/description while it does not occur in mixed formulation.
We show the occurrence of the locking in the simple case of the Euler beam, for which the geometry and load conditions are reported in fig. 2 .
In tab.2 the number of steps and iterations (loops) to obtain the equilibrium path, directly related to the CPU time, are presented. The results of the mixed formulation, denoted by M , are unaffected by the coefficient k = (t/ ) 2 while the compatible ones (C) pathologically depend on it.
Finally in Fig.3 we report the minimum ρ min and maximum ρ max absolute value of the eigenvalues of the matrix K n+1 K −1 n for both descriptions, where n + 1 and n denote two equilibrium points. The set of points in which the ρs are evaluated belongs on the equilibrium path obtained by the mixed description. It is important to observe how the mixed description ρ max is independent of k and has almost the optimal value 1.0 while for the compatible description it n for the simple tests increases with the step length. Also note that is the extrapolation locking that heavily affects also the convergence of the arc-length solution while the singular direction is filtered by the Riks constraint. We refer readers to [24, 25] for further details.
Mixed vs compatible description in Koiter analysis using 3D solid elements
As the Koiter method is based on Taylor expansion of the strain energy the use of a mixed description has a tremendous impact not only in terms of efficiency but also of accuracy. For any finite element (see [25, 35, 6] ) the mixed description makes the truncation independent of H −1 and small with respect to the retained terms. Using compatible format in Koiter analysis the locking already occurs in the evaluation of the buckling loads (see [25] ). To avoid extrapolation locking usually the compatible bifurcation analysis is performed by zeroing the quadratic displacements terms into the tangent stiffness matrix (direct extrapolation hypothesis) or by evaluating the geometric terms using zeroed displacements (frozen configuration hypothesis). In both cases the bifurcation search reduces to a linear eigenvalue problem.
In Tab.1 the buckling loads obtained from the various descriptions and locking cures are presented for the Euler beam of Fig. 2 by changing both the aspect ratio k and the imperfection load amplitude . In particular we denote with (C) and (M) the results obtained respectively with the compatible and mixed description and by (F) and (D) those of the frozen configuration and direct extrapolation respectively. For this case which has small precritical nonlinearities it is worth noting that: i) the frozen configuration hyphothesis sanitizes the locking effect and fur- nishes accurate results; ii) the compatible description misses the bifurcation point and the direct extrapolation furnishes an inaccurate solution, getting worse with the precritical nonlinearity due to the transversal force. Inaccuracy on the bifurcation points obviously leads to completely wrong equilibrium path evaluation. The zeroing of all the precritical displacements could, however, lead to inaccuracy when the precritical displacements are not negligible as in the shallow arc reported in Fig.5 . In this case the frozen configuration is not capable of producing the correct bifurcation load and mode as reported in Tab.2. The buckling point is used to evaluate the energy terms also reported in Tab.2, so the equilibrium path obtained with the frozen configuration hyphothesis is very inaccurate. In Fig.6 the equilibrium path of the Koiter mixed formulation is presented and compared with the frozen one and path following solution.
However the great advantage in adopting mixed solid elements in Koiter analysis is in the evaluation of all the fourth order coefficients required by the formulation (see [29] ) that, for mixed solid elements, requires only second variations for their evaluation since the usually very complex fourth order strain energy variations are automatically zero. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section the effectiveness and reliability of both methods of analysis are tested in a series of benchmark problems. In particular for the path-following analysis the efficiency of the mixed description, which allows very large steps in comparison with the compatible one, is highlighted. For the asymptotic formulation we show the accuracy given by the mixed solid element.
For all the tests only one element in the thickness is used while the same convergence conditions and arc-length parameters are adopted for mixed and compatible path-following analyses. The label Riks denotes the equilibrium paths obtained by the arc-length scheme (the same for both the description), while labels Mixed and Frozen denote the asymptotic paths using mixed and compatible frozen descriptions.
Simply supported C-shaped beam
The first test, with geometry and material reported in figure 7, consists in a simply supported compressed beam with a C shaped section. It presents a nonlinear prebuckling behavior due to two forces (torsional imperfections) at the mid-span and coupled instability. For this reason it is a good benchmark to test the accuracy of the asymptotic analysis. A similar test was studied in [35] using shell elements and in [52] using a generalized beam model. The buckling values, obtained by using a mesh of (8+8+18)×50 elements are reported in Table 3 and compared with those computed using the compatible description with the frozen configuration hyphothesis. The Koiter analysis uses the first four buckling modes plotted in Fig.8 . It is possible to see how the first two modes are global, essentially flexural and torsional respectively, while the others are local modes.
The accuracy of the mixed asymptotic strategy in the evaluation of the limit load and of the initial postcritical behavior is shown in Fig.9 . It is also possible to observe the poor accuracy of the frozen configuration analysis in estimating both the limit load and equilibrium path. In Fig.10 the equilibrium path of Koiter method, in terms of the modal contributions ξ k , is plotted. Compatible Mixed MN  steps  24  74  45  loops  73  175  233   Table 4 : Channel section: steps and iterations for path-following analysis.
The strong effect of modal interaction between the third (local) mode and the first two flexuraltorsional (global) modes is shown. The results of the mixed asymptotic analysis are in good agreement with the path-following ones. In Tab.4 the steps and iterations of the mixed and compatible descriptions are compared. Obviously the equilibrium path is exactly the same but the better performances of the mixed description are evident even when a modified Newton-Raphson method (MN) is adopted.
A T beam
The second test regards the beam with data reported in Fig. 11 . It consists in a simply supported beam with a T shaped section loaded by a shear force acting at the mid-span and by a small imperfection ( = 1/1000) load as reported in the same figure. The precritical behavior exhibits a strong nonlinearity and coupled bucklings are also present in this case. A mesh of (9 + 9 + 18) × 100 elements has been used.
In Fig.12 the first 4 buckling modes, considered in the multimodal Koiter analysis, are plotted.
In Fig.13 the equilibrium paths recovered by using both asymptotic and path-following analysis are reported and compared. The solution is accurately recovered by the asymptotic strategy up to quite large displacements and the occurrence of a secondary bifurcation. Also in this case (see Fig.14 ) the equilibrium path is plotted in terms of the modes amplitudes ξ k showing a strong interaction among modes 1, 2 and 4. In Tab.6 the steps and iterations of the mixed, using both full o modified Newton (MN) methods, and compatible descriptions are compared. This example highlights the excellent performances of the mixed description even more than the previous test.
A simple frame
Finally Fig. 15 reports the geometry and the material properties of a simple portal frame, similar to that analyzed in [52] . It consists of two beams with a C shaped section loaded as depicted in the same figure. Coupled instability is present also in this case. Both the beams are discretized using a mesh of (6 + 12 + 6) × 40 elements. The node discretization is automatically defined from those of the two beams.
In Fig.16 the first 3 buckling modes considered in the multimodal Koiter analysis are reported.
Also in this case the equilibrium paths recovered using both the asymptotic and path-following analysis are reported and compared in Fig.17 . The frozen configuration asymptotic analysis furnishes a similar equilibrium path to the mixed one but an overestimate in the limit load. The mixed Koiter analysis accurately recovers the solution up to quite large displacements.
In Fig.18 the equilibrium path is plotted in terms of the modes amplitudes ξ k showing a strong interaction among modes 1, 2. In the same figure the deformed configuration at the limit point is also reported.
Finally in Tab.8 the steps and iterations required by the mixed, using full and modified Newton method, and compatible descriptions are compared.
Conclusions
In this paper the better performances of mixed elements in the nonlinear analysis of slender structures have been shown and explained. To focus on the origin of this behavior, which is independent of the finite element interpolation, a compatible description of a mixed 3D solid finite element has been derived. In this way it has been possible to show how the compatible description, and so any compatible finite element, is affected by an underhand and neglected extrapolation locking phenomenon that produces slow or lack of convergence for the pathfollowing analyses and inaccurate solutions for the Koiter method. The occurence of the locking has been theoretically investigated and it has been indicated that it is due to the presence of directions with different stiffness as typically occurs for slender structures which are usually characterized by a high membranal/flexural stiffness ratio. These conclusions are general and hold for any nonlinear structural model and finite element.
Many advantages of solid elements in geometrically nonlinear analysis are already known in literature. In this paper we show further important properties of mixed solid FE within the Koiter asymptotic formulation. In fact, due to the simple 3rd order dependence of the strain energy on its FE parameters, all the higher order energy variations are null and so it is possible to have: i) an exact linear bifurcation analysis with improvements in its computational efficiency and accuracy for non near buckling loads; ii) simplification and greater accuracy in the evaluation of the energy variations required to recover the equilibrium path with a gain in terms of the computational cost; iii) a more simple and effective numerical method which is easy to include in FE packages.
